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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

VeriPic announces support for the Force Protection Video Equipment LE50 Police Body
Worn Camera

Santa Clara, California (July 13, 2016) – VeriPic, Inc., producers of the world leading Digital Evidence Management® brand
software for the storage and protection of law enforcement digital data, announced today that its Evidence Storage Locker™ and
Digital Evidence Manager® software systems are now fully integrated with Force Protection Video Equipment’s LE50 HD Body
Worn Camera for law enforcement.

“We are proud of the achievement of this major milestone” said John Kwan, CEO of VeriPic. “This now literally means officers
can drop the LE50 HD Bodycam into its charging cradle and the system will do the rest. The system will automatically detect the
camera and download all of the video into our software. There’s none of that manual drag and drop or copy and paste found in
some other methods of storying Body Worn Camera video.”

The LE50 Camera is a state-of-the-art 1080p Body Camera specifically designed for Law Enforcement.

“We are excited to move forward with VeriPic as our partner. The LE50 is at the leading edge of Body Worn Camera technology.
VeriPic’s ability to work with different Body Worn Camera models at the same time will allow Police Agencies who need to
transition from older technology cameras to the LE50 with a smooth, phased-in approach, as they replace their older, lower
resolution cameras, with the LE50. They can upgrade to the LE50 in phases replacing cameras that wear out while they are still
using some of the older cameras. Without this technology the transition over to our newer camera wouldn’t be as smooth.” said
Paul Feldman, CEO of Force Protection Video Equipment (OTC Markets:
FPVD, Website: www.ForceProVideo.com)

The VeriPic Evidence Storage Locker and Digital Evidence Manager systems are just two components of a comprehensive
collection of systems produced by VeriPic that include Mugshot Systems, Interview Room Systems, Barcode Systems for
managing physical evidence, a Smart Phone App for sending digital evidence from a crime scene back to the VeriPic database
using the Data Skybridge™ secured evidence transmission service operated by VeriPic and online car accident reports and crime
reports service (www.VeriPicReports.com) also operated by VeriPic. These VeriPic systems allow Law Enforcement a single
collection of systems to store their evidentiary and report data where all the systems are interconnected to avoid having multiple
data silos common with other systems. VeriPic represents a single vendor that can house multiple sources of Law Enforcement
data.

VeriPic’s software is award winning being a past winner of the Cygnus Law Enforcement Group’s Innovation Award. VeriPic’s
software is also compatible with the vast majority of Body Worn Camera models as well as virtually all production digital
cameras since 1998 from most major manufacturers.

Evidence Storage Locker™ is a trademark of VeriPic, Inc.
Digital Evidence Management® is a Registered Service mark of VeriPic, Inc. (Reg. US Pat. and Trademark office)
Digital Evidence Manager® is a Registered Trademark of VeriPic, Inc. (Reg. US Pat. and Trademark office)

About VeriPic

VeriPic is a leading supplier of enterprise evidence management software to Law Enforcement Agencies, Military, Medical
Institutions and Corporate customers. VeriPic has been designing evidence storage software since 1998. Cases involving VeriPic
protected data have been to court many thousands of times in the nearly 2 decades that VeriPic’s products have been in service.

For more information, please visit our website at www.VeriPic.com or call 888-VeriPic (888-837-4742)
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